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About This Game

Kira is a FREE mini-experience that immerses users in a Faerie workshop full of mysterious structures, magical devices, and
colorful beasts.

This experience is designed to highlight the immersive qualities of VR for friends and family, allowing them to explore each
nook and cranny of a fantasy scene. Kira was originally designed as a way-point navigation experiment and so the only

interaction is moving from place to place in the environment.

Its a simple experience and not intended to be experienced as a 'game' but it's a project that we really liked so we wanted to
share.
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Title: Kira
Genre: Casual, Free to Play, Simulation
Developer:
Bully Innovation Group, Inc.
Publisher:
Bully Innovation Group, Inc.
Release Date: 15 Mar, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7, 64-bit

Processor: Intel Core i5-4690K 3.50 GHz

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 960

Storage: 500 MB available space
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